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PROPAGATION OF SINGULARITIES FOR HYPERBOLIC





　　The wave front sets of solutions of hyperbolic Cauchy problems have been
studied by many authors.　For hyperbolic operators with constant coefficientsAtiyah,
Bott　and　Garding[1]studied　the　singular　supports (wave　front　sets) and the
lacunas of fundamental solutions。In variable coefficientcases the wave front sets
of solutions are studied by using Fourier integral operators (see[2D。In thispaper
we shallinvestigate the wave front sets of solutions for hyperbolic　operators　with
constant coefficientprincipal part by the same arguments as in [1]。





where a isａ multi-index (≪1>…，心)。Furthermore we assume that
　　(Ａ)foｒ each fixedｚ in jF ？隅O　is a hyperbolic polynominal with respect
toJ＝(1,0，…，0)，ｗheｒｅぞ＝(ぞ1，…，孔)(ｓｅｅ(1工).
　　From Svensson[6]it follows that this condition (A) is equivalent to the
condition
　　(Ａ)'氏(O is a hyperbolic polynomial with respect toｊ and Q(x, 0く凡(Ｏ
for every fixedｊ illR＼ where 9(ぞ)くp(0 means that there is ａ positive number
Ｃ such that
　　　　　　　　4(０≡(Σ。海(“)(012戸2≦:Ｃβ(Ｏfor every Ｈｎ刄'≒
Here we have used the notation g(゛)(０＝(a“/∂汐)g(０.
　　Weli-posedness of Cauchy problems for operators八:X, D) of thistype was proved
by Dunn [3], obtaining energy inequalities。We note that PCx, D) satisfying the
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condition (A) has constant strength in i2≫ (see［4D。So one can construct locally
a fundamental solution for 八:X, D) in the same way as in ［4］。
　　The remainder of this paper is organized as follows。ln§2 we shall construct
solutions of the Cauchy problems for八:エ,D) by successive iteration。Ｄｕｎｎ［3］
proved the convergence of the iteration by means of energy inequalities. However,
we shall prove the same result by obtaining the uniform convergence of the Fourier･
Laplace transforiでnsin the iteration。Moreover we shall obtain energy inequalities
for P(x, D) if its coefficients are in Ｊべ:２で）。］［ｎ§3the wave front sets of solutions
will be considered, using the same arguments as in ［1］。Localization theorem will
be give in §3.１ and outer estimates for　wave front sets of solutions will be given
ｉｎ§3.2. When the coefficients of 八X, U) are in ひ（jF）↑we can study the wave
front sets of solutions with respect to び。This will be done in §4。
　　The author would like to thank Professor Ｋ。 Kajitani for his valuable advices。
　　2. Construction of solution
　　Firstwe shallstatesome lemmas。
　　Lemma 2よ　£ｄαCO and bCO bt口measurable functions of f in R"'?汝/z
ｓａtiｓfｙ　tｈｅｉｎｅｑｕalitieｓ
　　　　　　　　　　　　沁(０図j3図含＞スゆ(０匯瓜＜ξ＞ス
where <f> = (l十副2)1ぺが訂十N-n>0, s<M十N-n ａｎｄs<min (M, N), then
thereisα加が山口^lumber C≡Ｃ(Ｍ，Ｎ，　ｓ，　ｎ)ｓｕchthat
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼a*bQ')＼<C.･仙＆＜ξ＞づ。
　　べNe omit the proof of Lemma ２.L　We remark that ａ less precise result is
sufficientfor our discussion below.
　　Lemma 2. 2 (Svensson[6]). Ｌｅt　Ｐｍ(i^　be　ａ　hｙpeｒbolic　polｙｎｏｍ他面th ｒｅｓｐｅｃt
たい9α?homogeneous of degreeロフロz?i>(0 a poly回心α1げ心ｇｍリess than m.
Ｔｈｅｎthe folloｗi昭thｒｅｅ ｃｏｎｄｉtｉｏｎｓａｒｅｅｑｕiｖａｌｅｎt:
(i)孔(０十PCO is a hyperbolic polynomial with respect tり泉
(ii)かく孔.
(iii) There is a posμive number C≡Ｃ(Ｐｍ，　I))ｓｕch that
　　　　　ゆ(ξ＋邱)/八(ぞ十一)|<C|Imsl-i wみ四ξ紬｡Ｒいz?ilm sに≧Ｌ
↑The definition of ひ（jF）is given ｉｎ［5］
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　　Set Ｆ＝{♪(ぞ)EC[ξ]↑; deg p<'^m a?外く八} and let [pj] be ａ basis of the finite
dimensional vector space Ｆ.
　　The following lemma is obvious.
　　Lemma 2.3. Unde四知。?it ion (A) we can・・沿
　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｑ(ｚ，ミ)＝Σ沁(妁ぢ(ξ)，ぴび)(２つ。
Moreoverりみい7jαre in d∩:i2'0 (ｒｅｓp，ＣＬ(jF))if　the　ｃｏｅｆｆｉｃｉｅｎtｓ　ｏｆ　Ｐ肺ﾐﾋ)αｇ
泌仙郷(ｊＦ)(ｒｅｓp。ＣＬ(jF))。





where / is in Ｊげ(jF)ａｎｄ supp /⊂{だｊＦ; ｚり≧O}。First we construct ａ solution
of (2.1) by successive iteration when theの(x) are in Ｃ()べ?つ。Assume that /
is in 忿“ａｎｄ that the (Ij are in Ｃｏ°゜。Then there are ａ positive number C(/) and
ａ real number ｓ such that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　げ㈲↑↑ｊＣ(／)＜ぞ匹




Where八万‰，め＊is the dual cone of ｒ(ハ。のwhich is the component of the set
{ぞEjF;八,(ξ)≠0} containing i9.
　　Lemma 2.4.　Assumtリhat theり?it ion (A)iｓ ｓａtiｓfied・訣ｅ ｃｏｅｆｆｉｃｉｅｎtｓｏｆ




Thus we can define uix) in ^'(i2") by
(2.3)　　　　　　　副:ξ－f汐)゜Σこo応(晋一f汐)･γ＞ｃ(Ｐｍ，　Ｑ，　Ｓ)。
Then uiｘ^　iｓ　ａ　ｓolｕtｉｏｎ０/(.2.1'), supp uix)⊂supp /(ｚ)十八:孔,句＊α?
↑Ｃ［ξ］denotesthe space of polynomials of S with complex coefficients.
↑↑/（ξ）ｄｅｎｏtｅsthe Fourier-Laplace transform of /l
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　　　匝ぞ一削)図Ｃ/(/)Ｃ(八)吟-1(1－Ｃ(八，Ｑ,め/γ)-1＜ξン, ryCCPm, Q, s)。
　　Remark。We can also show that the right-hand side　on (2.3) is　convergent
for ry-C, where Ｃ is independent of s. This can be proved by the same methods






where －Q(ｚ,Z))ｇ-1(幻＝y(ｷﾞ).So the estimates (2.2) follow from Lemmas 2.1
and 2.2.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Q.E.D.
　　Theorem ２,5 (finite propagation property)。Assume　油討　f加　印?ition (A)
is sαだが?。がαdistribuだ回ｇ?油s一如政治[x^R-"-; ｚり≧Oう　ｓｏtiｓfieｓ　the
りuation PCx, D^uCx^^Oｉｎ　ａ　ｎｅｉｇｈｂｏｒｈｏｏｄ ｏｉ≒ｒo－ｒ（j％,の＊，tｈｅｎ 　ｕ=0 in a
回破局り由7?町政
　　Proof.　Ｌｅtびbe a neighborhood of ｚo such that Piく(X,D)u(x)=O in a neighbor-
hood of ひ－ｒ(Ｐｍ，妁＊。We note that the tranposed operator ？(Ｘ,Ｄ) of P(x, D)
satisfies the condition (Ａ)。Chooseφin Co°()ｓｕchthat φ(ｚ)＝1 in a neighborhood
of{び一ｒ{孔,妁＊}∩岬・∂≧O}。Then we have
　　　　(R1(切十φ(x)Q{x, U)')u{x)=Q in a neighborhood of 2;o－ｒ(f‰,め＊。
Since Lemma ２.4 is applicable to the operator KPm.(D)十φix-)Q(x,L:?)), to everyφ
in Co°゜(のthere is ａ smooth function z･ such that
　　　　　　　　　　゛(Ｐ貳政)十φ(わＱ鴎切)朕幻＝φ(句，
　　　　　　　　　　supp･ﾉ⊂suppφ-r(Pm,の＊⊂び－ｒ(Ｐｍ，　8)＊.
Sinceリ{八汗Q佃＝φin a neighborhood of 俘り>0}, we have
　　　　　　　　　＜ｇ,φ＞＝＜１１　i(f‰十Q知＞＝＜(j‰十Q)u, I･＞＝O。
This implies that ｇ＝O in び.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｑ｡Ｅ.Ｄ。
　　From Lemma ２.４and Theorem ２.5 we have the following
　　Theorem 2.6.llnd＆ｒ　tｈｅｃｏｎｄｉtｉｏｎ(A)the ｅｑｕａtｉｏｎ(2.1)has a unique solu-
tio認諾緬疹’(jp)。
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　　　　　　玖戸1詞ズ9o＝島(ｙ)∈夕/(j74-1)，ｙ＝(ら…, a;n) i2≪-i, 1<;≦⊆辨，
also has ａ unique solution in Ｃｃ°([0,oo]；Ｊヅ(Ｒ７t-1))↑。This easily follows from
Theorem ２.6 and the following lemma。
　　Lemma 2.7. Assume that the hyperplαne X'd = O is non一油α躍旅所ｓだｃ?漬






Then m(ﾀﾞ)≡朕妁に>ogC°゜([0,０ｏ]；Ｊバ(i2≪-i)) isαsolutionが(2.4). Conversely
u(x) is a soluだ凹げ(2. 5) if uCx) inび(，(0，０ｏ)；Ｊバ(i?≪-i)) is a solutionげ
(2.4)｡ Ｈｅｒｅ　ｕ(ｚ)iｓthe diｓtｒibｕtｉｏｎｄｅｆｉｎｅｄｂｙ
(2.6) ＜i,φ＞＝Sﾌ＜ｇ(恥ｙ),φ(ｚ1,ｙ)＞ｙ面1か白々ｒyφin CTCぶつ
　　Remabk. Since the　hyperplane　ｒ･夕＝O　is　ｎｏｎ･characteristic with　respect　to
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-ﾊ:X, D), it follows from partial hypoellipticity that ａ solution ｇ in Ｊ庖丿恥") belongs
to Ｃｙ(0，０ｏ)；ＪぺjF-1))↑↑。
　　Next let us prove the energy inequalities。 We assume that the coefficients of
八:ｚ，Z:))are in Ｇ)ツ冠句。Let EQx,!/)be a fundamental solution for 八[x, D) with
support in {(2;，!/)∈22ｙ x-yer(F‰,の＊}ａｎｄ set
　　　　　　　　　　　F(x,!/;γ)＝ｅｘｐ[一γ(ｚ1－ y1)]E(x, 2/)。
Define Fi{x, y＼ f), /= 0,1,2,…, by
(2.7)　　　j‰(Z:)x-ir-9')FoCx,!/;γ)＝δ(ｚ－ｙ)，
　　　　　　　R1(Ｄｘ－か聚)瓦。1(ｊ，!/;γ)＝－Q(ｚ，Ｄｘ一ird)Fi(,x, y; rX
↑/EC°゜((0,ａ));Ｊバ(jF-1))implies that ＜ｆ(ヌｂｘ'")，φ(が)＞ｘ･is in (:？([0, oo)) for each 95
　in Co゛(jF-1)。
↑↑/ＥＪμ(嘉一) implies that there exists a ditribution Ｆ in Ｊが(jF)sｕｃｈ that Flｘl＞o＝ｊ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-Moreover one can regard Ｃ°゜((０ＣＯ)；Ｊｙ(Ｓ・-1))ａｓａ subspace of Ｊだ(瓦β)。
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　　　　　　supp FiCx, y, 7-)⊂{(ｚ，y)∈｡R2”;ｚ－ｉｉｅｒ(八洲)町
Then by the same method 3ｓｉ１１Lemma ２.4 ゛ｅｈａｖｅＦ(＞，　ｙ＼　T)ニΣ‰Ｆt(2;･!/; γ)
in jｙ/(S2つ　for sufficiently large γ.　Denote by F($, rj＼r) the Fourier transform
of FCx, y,; ]-) with respect to (ｚ，ｙ).




　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｎ＝0,1,2,…, 1 = 1,2,…, ?'>1.



















　　　　　　7゛＝Σj。…,カ,ぺeach termの回船哨所一ｈａｎｄ ｓｉｄｅｏｆ(2. 8)),
　　　　　　i-=Fia,η;r)-/九
Then it follows from Lemma ２.2 that
　　　　　　附図Ｃ(Ｑ，Ｎ)(Ｃ(瓦，Q)/γ)'|瓦(ξ－f汐)｢1＜ξ十万＞ス
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　　　　　　　1/1 <C(Ｑ，Ｎ)(Ｃ(孔，Ｑ)/γ)‘(/－1)刎八(ぞーかダ)ド<ξ十り〉ス
In fact, the QiiO are rapidly decreasing and
　　　　　ｌξ十りーこ1－…－ご-1降1/21ξ十りnfわｊ(ぴ;|ぞ十涯)≠0，1ぷk<l-l｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｑ.Ｅ｡Ｄ。
　　Lemma 2.9.　£ｄ八:Ｘ， Ｄ)　ｂｅ ａｓ ｄｅｓｃｒibed in Ｌｅｍｍａ2.8 a?R(0 a poly。ｓ必1
SMCJl that Ｒ＜Ｐｍ ａｎｄdegi?くｍ， Ｔｈｅｎ tｏ ｅ駝りｒｅａｌ ｓ theｒｅ　ａｒｅ Ｐｏｓitiｖｅ　ｎｕｍｂｅｒｓ





Hｅｒｅ Ｃ（Ｐｍ，Ｑ，Ｒ，ｓし）面知?s on Pm, R, s, supp oi　ａｎｄ　the　ｓｕi＞ｒｅｍｕｍ　ｎｏｒｍｓｏｆ the
心雨証印sげ弘
　Remark. With a simple modification of Lemma ２.9 we have
‖ｅｘｐ[一汗1]＼eCx,y^f(y)白海,瓦≦で(r)l|exp[－μ;1]ハ翔Ia*.









Here we have used Hausdorff-Young's inequality and the inequlity
↑だe.%" means that んisａ positive function defined in Rn and that there existpositivenumbers





　　Theobem 2.10. Assume thaり加ａ?ition (A) is satisfied回訓知りぬ･にりぴ
ficientｓ ｏｆ Ｐ(１,Z))ａｒｅ　in　＾(ｊド). Ｌｅt Ｒ ｂｅ ａ i)ol'ＶＭｏｍｉａｌｓｔｔckthat Ｒ－くPm. Then






　　Peoof, Using partition of unity it follows from Theorem ２.５and Lemma ２､9
that
　　　　　　　　　　　　l沢(切畑いざＣ(Ｒ、Ｔ、ｓ)にＰ(､ｚ、D)u＼＼s.
Let / be a function such that P(x, U)uix) =八幻ｗhen a;i<T and〈ξ〉ソ(ξ)ｅ£２(ｊＰ)。
Then uCx')=w(:幻ｗhen x.<CT if wCx) is ａ solution of Ｐ(ｊ、U)w―f and supp g⊂
伊1≧O}.Thｕｓ
　　　　＼＼RiD)uに､T<C(R、Ｔ、ｓ)in州げ函;j）(jr、D)uix)=八幻ｗhen 2;1く７}.
This completes the proof.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｑ.Ｅ｡Ｄ。
　　Theorem 2.11。Ｌｅt Ｐ（:X,D) be as described in Theorem2.10ａｎｄ ｌｅt u(x) be
a solutionが(2.4)。勁ａか白z町♪?良口1回心r T a?α町回ﾀz-恥一良パ油･μ『





　　Remark。From partial hypoellipticity we have some results on the regularity
of solutions (see Theorem 4.3.1 in [4]).
　　Peoof。Assume that the coefficientsof 八:X,U) are in Ｃｏ°゜(jp)。uCx')defined
by (2.6) satisfiesthe equation
　　　　　　　　　　　P(x, U)u<ix-)=-八x'),supp i⊂伊1之O}，
where

































Note that CiPm, Q, s) has the same properties as one in Lemma 2.9. Therefore
(2.10) proves Theorem 2.11, using Theorem ２.５and partition of unity。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｑ｡Ｅ.Ｄ。
　　3. Wawe front sets of solutions
　　3.1. Localization theorem. An inner estimate of the wave front set of the
fundamental solution E(x, w) for八2;，£)) can be given by Localization theorem.
For each ぞ)in jZ･･ we can write ？(２;，だo十ξ)inthe from
　　　　　　　　　　Ｐ(ｊ･陪)十ξ)゜no八o(゛･ぐ)十Σ二／が‾j司,(ｊ･ぞ)･
　　　　　　　　　　沢か(ｚ，ミ)≡0 if j>り。
whereり0 is ａ non-negative integer, 八,(ｚ，ミ)iｓthe localization of Ｐ(ｚ,ξ)ａtぞ)ａｎｄ
the瑕，(ｚ,ξ)ａｒe polynomia】ｓ of ξ。Ｔｈｅｎ八,９湧)alｓｏ satisfies the condition (Ａ)
if PQx, f) satisfies the condition (A) (see [1工).Ａｓｓｕｍｅwithout loss of generality










and ECx, w) is the fundamental solution for Fix, D).　By the same method as in
the proof of Lemma 2.4 (or Lemma 2.8) we have
　　　　　　　にダｙ:ｅｘｐ[－γ(ｚ，y)]瓦(2;，2/;瞑)]図Ｃ(γｊ,ざ))<ξ〉jCm-り0+1)。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　y=o, 1,2,…,r>a八,)。
In fact, deg i?fo(3;,0 = m一り,十ん。Thus we have
　　　　に夕≒[ｅｘｐ[－γ(ｊ－y)]Fnix,!/;Z,ξo)]ｌｊＣ(Ｔ，Ｎ，Ｆ)<ξ〉(Ｎ今り|,)(゛-り0+1)。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　iV=0.1,2,…,r>a八,)，Ｑ:1.




１ｎfact, this follows from the proof of Lemma 2.4 (or Lemma 2.8) and the fact
that
　　　　　　lぢ(ξ十超o－f溥)/瓦(ξ十だo一削)図Ｃ(Ｐｍ，Pi)/りfr>i-
Therefore we have the following





Ｕ二〇{((ｊｄ/)･(肌べo))ｅＴ＊22へo; (x･ｙ)ｅ supp 瓦(゜，゜;ξo)}
⊂WFiEQx, 2/)) foりo≠o
ch[supp EjC・，・;ξo)]↑⊂{(2;，y)∈.R2”; ｚ－1氏Γ{Ｐ喊。妁＊}。
　　Remark. We can prove by using Seidenberg's lemma that there isａ real
number S such that
　　　　　　　l瓦(ξ＋超o－が)|-1≦で(瓦)ｒりo<ξ一昴〉５　ift＞l, r>i.
Therefore we can obtain ａ more precise result
　　　　　　t＾ＧＮ(ｚ，!/;むξo)→0，ａｓt→ｏｏ，函Ｊバ(ﾑR2つ，jV＝0,1,2,…。
　　3.2. Outer estimate. We shall prove the following theorem in this section.
　　Theorem 3.2. Underり船印細叙ion (A) we have
　　　　　WFCECx, 2/))⊂{((ｚ，ｙ)，(ﾐ，η))∈７＊jpへO;((ｚ,C)，(ｙ，－り))C},
ａ･み肖･ECa:,2/)is the fun心房ental solution for PQx, I:))and
　　　　　c={ax,o,c!／，η))∈７＊ｊｌ゛×７＊?゛＼O;ξ＝ηand2;－yEｒ(Ｐ喊油)＊}.
　　COBOIiLAEY.　Assume that the c回心tion (A) is saだsfied and let u(x) be a
solutionが(2.1)｡ 　Ｔｈｅｎ　ｗｅ　haｖｅ




　　Let ^0, y'^£R^ and ぞ)Ejド＼{O}。First we shall prove that (けo，ｙo)，(ξo,－ξo))０ｙLF
iE(jc, v)) when /J;0ｙo経’(八が，の＊。Therefore we assume that 2;o一 yoμ‾'(j‰。の＊.
Then there exist ａ neighborhood 防of xo, ａ neighborhood Uz of t/0and η' i^n r
(八が，J)sｕｃｈ that
(3.1)　　　　　　(ｊ－y)ヅくO漁白々ry ｚEび＼and yeU2。
　　Lemma 3.3. Tみびに四an open coがvexconk丿eighborhood F of 1^αnd positive
numbers 8 a?k ｓＭch that
　　　　　瓦(ξ－f(眼に十句)≠Ｏ滋四〇くt<U, ler, Cei?"α?にーηoﾄｼﾞ。
　　Proob･.Ｍ≡ch[{のU{Cei2";にーが図δ}]is contained in ｒ(八ﾐ。のif 8 is
sufficiently small. Since Ｍ is compact, it follows from Lemma ５.1 in [1]that
there exist a neighborhood ｙ of ξｏand ａ positive number h such that
(3.2)　　　　　八(ξ一行こ)≠0 when $eV,こ∈訂α?Oく池昂
We can assume without loss of generality that ぼ≪l=l.　Set ｒ＝{λξ;|ξ|＝1,ξeｙand
λ＞O}。Then we may assume that ｒ is an open convex cone.　(3.2) implies that
for every positive number fo≪Z1
　　瓦(ξぺ(擢に十の)≠0 when £∈r,C i2≫,ぱI>l/Cti- fo)，に一酒がり?Ｏ≦:たびo，
In fact, we have O＜汗|崖1ジ1J/(j十ぱに1)こ十|崖1/(吋|忙1)辰訂and l忙1ぞEｙ. Choose
fo so small that (も－fo)呑十foこ∈ｒ(八,めｗｈｅｎこびひａｎｄにーηo匯δ.Ｔｈｅｎ it follows
from hyperbolicity of八(0 that八(ξ－f(眼に十の)≠o when ler, C i2",旧く1/
(Z1－ jo)川こーηoljδand Oクぷｏ．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｑ．Ｅ｡Ｄ。






　　Proof. Let p be ａpositivenumber such that 阿o十辰ｒ(八。の. Since f同ηo十J
is contained in some compact subset of ｒ(j‰,ダ) if m<ρ, there is ａ positive
number ，7such that j(ξ)≡distance(O,{zeC; Pm(.z十ξ－i(附|ηo十刃))＝O})＞,;ｗｈｅｎ
附図ρ. So (3.3) follows from Lemma 4.1.1 in [4]if附図ρ.　Modifying ｒ and
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k if necessary, it follows from Lemma ３.3 that
　　　　　　八(ξ十附ＩＲｅこ－f(附|(ηo－lmこ)十の)≠0
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　?1心配ｒ，こ∈ひ］こ圀δα?Ｏｊたびo。




This proves (3.3) with附けρ. Multiplying (3.5) by (t＼i＼押l-゛ｗｅhave (3.4)。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｑ｡Ｅ｡Ｄ。




　　Pboof。Let p be a fixed positive number。][f附図ρ, we have
　　　　　　j(トicmηo十の)<C(1十Ｃ川柳o十別戸万民(ξ一昭|柳o十の)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　乙Ｃリ‰(ξ一昭|柳o十の)，
where degp=j (see (2.1.10)in[4]). Thus (3.3) implies that
(3.6)　　　m一昭|柳o十の)|≦:Ｃ(Ｐｍ冲)|ハ(卜昭|柳o十の)|
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　げξ∈r, m<ρα?OjZ≦jo。




Thus (3. 4) implies that
(3.7)　　　　　　　　|♪(ト雫｢1ぞ－f(りo十z-1ぽドの)|
　　　　　　　　　　どび(Ｐｍ,|))|瓦ぴ一回|当べ(ηo十卜引ﾚり))|
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　if $erパ＼^＼>p and 0<にto.







(3.6) and (3.8) imply thatifξ∈ｒ，0ジリoand 冷1，
　　　　胆卜沿|指o十一))図Ｃ(Ｐ。ｊ）)戸一刊八(ξぺ(削回付の)|，
which proves Lemma 3.5.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｑ.Ｅ｡Ｄ。
　　Proof of the tｈｅｏｒｅｍ。We can asume without loss of generality that　the
coefficients of PQx, D) are　in Ｃｏ(已　Let Fiix,!/;r), 1=0,1,2,…, be distributions
defined by (2.7) andφｊｅＣご(防)，j＝1,2.Setφ(ｚ，!J)＝φ1(幻φ2(y)ａｎｄ choose ａ









es/l,=0 if IC|>s//. Set
　　　　　Ｆ＝Σj。･･･,j。パεαchterm on the right-ha?心いび(3.9)),
　　　　　7‾＝ｙ）謳:φ瓦](ξげ)－？。
Then it follows from Lemma ２.2 that
(3.10) I/-|<C(Q)C(ハ)ｒｙ(ｃ(ハ,Ｑ)/γ)りφ山州φ210原やrn+i＼s〉-″
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　iV=0,l,2,…, r>i,
where l^l/c= SUpルフルand |/|fe= sup・19。，祠ひソ(（)ﾚ　Here CCQ) depends on supp
Qi and lQに1.　Next let us estimate 7九　Let ｙ。0jf£Zo，be the chain {こOg/jn;
こo＝こ一価(こ)，こEjμ}，ｗｈｅｒｅ脚(こ)＝限Iの(こ)7oandの(C)eC°゜(２・)iｓ positively ｈｏｍｏ･
geneous of degree ｏ in に|≧１ and ｌ(こ)＝１ on ａ neighborhood of ｒln{に臣1}，ｓｕｐｐ
の(こ)⊂ｒｎ{に|＞1/2}，０ｊｌ(こ)≦:1. It follows from (3.1) that
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(3.11)　IJ1(1/2ξぺo)J2(1雄竹＋こoべ1－…べり|≦:Ci^iklφ210〈1/2卜こo〉ス
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　iV=0,l,2,…，ifこoEn，0！f£Zo.
It is obvious that there is ａ positive number 8 such that
(3.12)　　　　11/2ξべ012J2(闘十に12)がξ∈芦α?こo＝こ一価o(0。
Moreover Lemmas 2.2 and 3.5 show that
(3.13)　あ(1/2ξ十こo十ｚ－か匈八(1/2ξ十こo十ｚ－f汐)-1匯Ｃ(Ｐｍ, i)i)/γ
if leri, zeR＼ C≪eFi,＼z＼<e＼il0がりo and γ≧1. In fact we have 1/2ξ十こ十zer
ａｎｄにゆ(こ)頑1/2ξ十こ＋剥if佃ｒl，こぴ,Z£R” and　圖<ell|, modifying八　From
(3.11)，(3.13) and Stokes' formula it follows that
p゛゜Σル¨'パ:‾1)'(2ｷﾞ)‾(1゛')jFzoにoSjzに1¨゜‰ぶぴ






which implies that ((?，yo)，(ξo,ｻﾞ))糾町’(£(・，ｙ))ｗｈｅｎ ２;o－ｙo紅７(乃戻。J)＊.Finallｙ
let　us prove that((ｚo，yo)，(ξo,が))糾ｙＦ(£(ｚ，y))if　ξo≠－が。Here we do not
suppose that ２;o－ y%r(八ﾐ。の＊。Let ｆ be ａ conic neighborhood of (ξo,が)in jZ2’＼









it follows from the application of the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma
２.8 that
(3.17)　に芦(リ汗φＦ)(ξげ)固Ｃ(八八討)[]φにllQU+n+1刊φ回天-1)〈(G，が）〉ス
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　iV=0,l,2,…, if (6,η) r and r>CCPm, Q)。
In fact we have
　　　　　陥(心付ぺo)J2(こo－ｚ)匯clφIn+ti+iK.^十φ-″<こo〉-’1。
　　　　　　　　　　iV=0,l,2,…，iにoei2≪, 2ei2≪ and 圈く1/21ξ十別。
(3.17) implies　that((ｚo，yo)，(ぞo,が))糾ｙＦ(£(ｚ，y))ｗｈｅｎξo≠一昿　Therefore
Theorem ３.2 has been ｐｒｏｖed。
　　4. Some remarks
　　First we shall consider the wave front sets of solutions with respect to び'(jF)
when the coefficients of P(x, D) are in ひ(jF)。We assume that there exists ａ
positive number Ｃ such thatＬｋ＜ＣｋＬＮ!ＮａndＮ＞Ic＞O and that Σ公司Ｌｋく(ｘ)。Let
φ担Co『:防』∩ひ(jF)，j＝1,2， where びi (resp。防)iｓ a neighborhood of 2;o(resp。yo)。
Assume that the coefficients of Q(ix, U) have compact supports. Then we have
(4.1)　　　　　　　　に尹(リゎ[φ１(ｚ)φ２(ｙ)Ｆ(ｚ，ｙけ)](Ｄﾜ)|
　　　　　　　　　　　　　≦;Ｃ(ＣしJ)べ(ξ，か〉-Ｎ，　Ｎ＝0,1,2，…，
if(い7)belongs to some conic neighborhood of (ξo，が)，((ｚo，ξo)，0o，－が)舛Ｃ and







We can estimate 八in the same way as foｒ瓦　Since lの,(こ1)…乱(び)圀び(ＣＬｎ)″
〈ξ〉-″ifに11十…十悶巨眼l and iV= 0,1,2,…, we can estimate Jg. Applying the
same argument to（3.16）ｗｅhave (4.1)。Then by Theorem ２.5
have the following
and (4.1) we
　　Theoeem 4.1. Assume that the□り?μion(A) is satisfiedαnd the coefficients
･び≒Fix,D)α９函び(J2"). Then we have
　　　　　　WFi,(E(:x,!/))ｄ{((ｚ，y)，(ξ，７?))∈T*i22・＼o;(Cx, O, iy, -'?))eC}t
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　　For hyperbolic systems we can apply the same arguments when every entries
of　the　operator　゛cof j‰(ﾌ:))・QCx, D) are　weaker　than det に‰(D) for　every fixed
xeR71.1ｎ fact。
　　　　　　　　゛cof j‰(z))・j)(ｚ，Ｄ)＝detj‰(μ)八十'cof Pm(D)・Qix, D)
and ゛cofj‰(Z))iｓ a hyperbolic operator with constant coefBcients and ｄｅt(゛cofj‰(ξ))
＝(det j‰(ξ))・^, where P(,x, 0 is an rxr matrix (see[3D。However, this condi-
tion is not ａ necessary condition for hyperbolicity of P(x, U) when ｚ is fixed (see
[6])。
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